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About This Game

It is your job to save the planet from its decay. Only you can prevent an extraterrestrial species from taking over all of
humankind.

How? By shooting them back to where they belong - into the depths of hell of course!

Features:

A normal play mode with a final, great enemy to defeat

Unlock "Hard mode" where endless waves of enemies await you

Local coop mode with 3 classes for your partner

Each coop class has a unique skill

Random spawning enemies in hard mode

Random encounters with mini bosses in hard mode

Unlock achievements

Top your highscore
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Retro style!

So basically, this is a retro themed arcade shooter. You can't learn 100% where enemies will spawn, and most times you will
have to react directly to what you are seeing on screen. There is no "save spot" or something.

I will release updates with small improvements, changes or fixes at any time I can. ;D
If you have any questions, you can ask me anytime~.
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First off - The Bad
Most people are screaming because despite Gravel being similar to nearly every other
Bugbear like racer, the campaign is only about one fourth the size of those games; Gravel
relies heavily on multiplayer to extend it's value.
As an extra kick in the nads Gravel is marginally larger than what's sold in the over-priced
vanilla package but the DLC only extends the game a bit longer
Also the campaign menu screen oboxiously displays empty Tournament/Level boxes where said DLC would be
had you bought it.
For the Vanilla + all DLC you will find you can get Gravel for around forty if you wait for sale
which is what I did and why I don't suffer buyers remorse

The Good (Sorta)
The controls in Gravel are so well tuned that you don't have to mess with them at all unless, for some reason,
you're testing out different driving tactics
In fact, Gravel is so well polished in the vehicle handling department that you will find yourself finishing first
in every race as long as you've been seasoned by other racers and put fair effort into the game
Does this mean the A.I. is stupid? Not at all, the A.I. just isn't coded to cheat and make the game artificially more difficult
forcing the player to grind up better parts like in most other racers - Crew 2 immediately comes to mind.
If you're good at racing games and apply full concentration you will find yourself ripping quickly through the already short
campaign; Once again, not because the game is too easy but rather because it's the first game of its type to be fair.

Verdict - If you can score Gravel and all DLC content for $40 or less I can highly recommend
but when compared to the amount of content offered in similar racers any more than $40 for the
whole kit-and-kaboodle is pretentious.. I really love this game, it is very easy to play and has very simple mechanics, the only
challenge is the ciruits. Every circuit is different and gets you to think. I never found myself finding it too hard or too easy, even
if i had to spend a while on some levels.. This was a fun game to play, as it explored the rewind game mechanic fully, a
mechanic touched on an amount in The Talos Principle. This was a nice light experience that reminded of the first person puzzle
games that it was clearly inspired by. The story was a bit lacking, though, in my opinion. Perhaps, this is because I have come to
expect so much from such games because of Portal and the above mentioned The Talos Principle. Still, this was pretty darn fun,
and, especially at price point, I would say it's worth it for the gameplay.. If you are looking for serious fun, Serious Sam 2 is for
you. It welcomes you in a comic world where you travel to different planets or moons in the universe that match different cliché
cultures of planet earth. The single player campaign is hilarious. There a many citizens and each contains at least one gag.

If you love single player games, the single player campaign is for you. If you only play multiplayer you may go with Serious Sam
3. That one offers many more modes.

I like this game very much as it is seriously insane. And funny and stuff. Thumbs up!. Paradox DLC is ... infinite... it cannot be
defeated.. Me IRL.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vFoEolYzLKc
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Ive only played this game for a little but I would say I am pleased with it, it has a whole lot of potential. For a game this early
into development I am very suprised with the amout of features it has.. What to say other than awsome.
Its the first game Enhanced with the WoD gameplay elements it sis simply amazing.
Additionaly if you had LoD previously you get Reborn for free... its a Win Win situation.. I love this game and own all its DLC,
every other bit of which is great.

I regret purchasing this dull and worthless content. If you like tedious althistory with Nazi boats using none of the interesting
and innovative mechanics that made this series great, you'll love this garbage pile.. Addicting....... save your money! grind the
game its more fun!. There are various extra features, but the core gameplay is disorganized and yet repetetive.
It doesn't really compare with the Galaga sequels, etc.
A good shmup has interestingly planned levels, and signifcant variety in bosses and power ups.

I nearly completed it on my second play, constrantly interrupted by "computer too slow!" warnings in the middle of the screen.
If this has to be shown, don't do it in the middle of the screen, blocking the action!
Also, this was on a VR capable PC, which easily runs games of vast complexity.
Perhaps it is the code itself which is "too slow"?
. Its very interesting comming from ww2 back to ww1. I like how they designed this mod. 8/10. My bridge fell apart. this game
is a blast untill you exit the mission, when you go to do that, you exit the game. otherwhise a great game, really realistic and fun
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